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Several simple models are developed to calculate expected mating frequencies in
ethological isolation experiments. They take into account the effect that the peculiar
sexual behavior of Drosophila species can have in multiple-choice experiments.
These models depend on only three basic parameters: male competitive ability (C),
female receptivity (R) and the coefficient of females acceptance (A). Two types of
model can be distinguished: (1) models with discrete preferences, in which A is a
measure of the percentage of females accepting a particular kind of male and (2)
models with continuous preferences, in which A represents the probability of
acceptance for each courtship. It is demonstrated that the information rendered by
just one experiment, although effective for determining whether sexual isolation
exists, it is insufficient to estimate its degree or to demonstrate that it is asymmetrical.
Further developments of the models under more complex conditions as well as their
implications for reinforcement and founder effect theories are discussed.

Introduction
Within the genus Drosophila, hybrids between sympatric species are rarely found
in nature. However, many of the species that never interbreed under natural condi-tions can do so readily in the laboratory (Bock, 1984). Both fa~t_scan be reconciled
by accepting the existence of strong prezygotic mechanisms of isolation thaLcan
only be overcome under very artificial conditions. Among them, the most efficient
and usual one in Drosophila is sexual, ethological, isolation: two close species will
remain effectively isolated if enough differences in courtship behavior exist between
them. Because of the importance of such a mechanism, efforts have been made to
measure the degree of sexua'l isolation between different pairs of species.
Ethological isolation in Drosophila has been- traditionally studied- using three
alternative experimental designs (Spieth, 1968). In male-choice experiments males
are confined with equal numbers of females of their own species and females of a
different species. Infemale-choice experiments females of one type are placed together
with both conspecific and non-conspecific males in the same proportions. In multiplechoice experiments males and females ofboth species, usually in the same frequences,
are confined together. The most widely used designs are those of mal e-choice and
multiple-choice and áÜr-attention has been focused in the latter.
Several indices are currently used to summarize in a single number the results
from these experiments. A summary of these indices is found in Spieth & Ringo
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(1983) and Gilbert & Starmer (1985). Among them, the index of MalogolowkinCohen et al. (1965) has been used most frequentIy to quantify multiple-choice
experiments. Gilbert & Starmer (1985) made the first attempt to find which index
is the most effective in distinguishing assortative mating from diflerences in mating
propensity. By means of simulations, they analyzed the eftect of several parameters
on the ability of these indices to detect sexual isolation in multiple-choice experiments. Their results showed that some of the indices are more aftected than others
by difterences in sexual drive ("vigor" according to their terminology). Especially,
the index of Malogolowkin-Cohen et al. (1965) is the most sensitive to changes in
mating propensity, which are misinterpreted as differences in the degree of isolation.
This causes a serious problem as Spieth & Ringo (1983) have stated: "If the two
types of mal e or the two types of female mate at diflerent rates, then these measures
may be large and statistically significant even if the two types mate indiscriminately
(nonassortatively)". It is clear now that indices can distort the interpretation of
experimental results: a new approach is needed.
Definition of the Models
Our knowledge of the patterns of sexual behavior of Drosophila species can be
used to define several parameters for describing the interactions among individuals
in a multiple-choice designo Most of previous definitions of mating propensity or
assortative mating measures depend on final experimental results. For example,
Ringo et al. (1986) denote relative mating propensity of a certain type of individuals,
say X males, as the percentage of the total number of matings in which X males
have been involved. Because our purpose has been to deduce formulae for expected
frequencies in multiple-choice designs this kind of definition cannot be used.
Formally, "assortative mating" or "mating propensity" are not unequivocal terms,
so we have preferred to use a diflerent terminology, even where similar definitions
can be traced back in literature.
Several factors will determine the final frequencies ofmatings [f(X, Y)], X being
the type of male and Y the type of female:
(1) Female receptivity (R): if we call unreceptive females those that do not mate
because of their physiological state or because they discriminate against both types
of males, then Rx is defined as the percentage of receptive X females. In any
multiple-choice experiment the time of observation and the number of males used
should be adjusted so all receptive females do indeed mate. If not, those females
that have not still met the correct male could be misinterpreted as unreceptive,
greatIy distorting the interpretation of the results. In experiments with two types of
females, X and

~ the relative female receptivity can be expressed as R = Rx/ Ry.

(2) Male competitive ability (C): a fixed, genetically determined, vigor component, characteristic of each type of male, that remains unvariable whatever being
the population against which an individual is tested (no interactions are considered).
For calculating final expected frequencies, we have to estimate the relative values
ofthis parameter (Cx, Cy, for two types ofmales). Relative male competitive ability
can be defined as the probability for that, if a female has been courted, this courtship
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was accomplished by a certain type of male, or as the probability that a certain type
of male is involved in a courtship selected at random. This relative parameter
depends on the number of courtships per male and the number of males of each type:

Cx = cxp/(cxp + Cyq)
Cy

= Cyq/(cxP+Cyq)

where Cx and Cy are the number of courtships per male and p, q are the frequencies
of each type of male, X and Y respectively. It can be seen that Cx + Cy = 1.
(3) Coefficient of female acceptance (A): female discrimination can be either
independent or dependent of the number of courtships. In the first case, which we
call of discrete preferences, A is defined as the percentage of receptive females
prone to pair with a certain type of maleo The assumption is that there are females
that only accept a particular type of male regardless the number of courtships
(on/ off decision) while other females mate with the first male that courts them. A
corresponds to a coefficient of assortative mating, such that when A = 1 there is no
discrimination at all and when A = O there is a complete rejection of the wrong
males by females. In a multiple-choice experiment with discrete preferences, Ax.x
will be the percentage of females X prone to pair with males X, while Ax. y will
be the percentage of females Y also disposed to be involved in crosses with males
X. Thus, the relative assortative mating coefficients can be expressed as:
a = Ay.x/Ax.x

b = Ax.y/Ay.y

In the second case, of continuous preferences, it is supposed that females that
have rejected males of a certain type can accept them in a later try. Any male A
can court successively a given female B with a probability AA.B of being accepted
at each attempt.
Expected Frequencies in Multiple-choice Experiments
At this point, we can specify the general conditions of the models, some of them
implicitly considered in the former definitions. From now on, the frequencies of
females X and females Y are r and s, respectively:
(a) All receptive females will pair during the experimento
(b) Each female will mate only once: after she has been fertilized she cannot
mate again.
(c) Different competitive abilities or receptivities can be found among different
types of males or females respectively.
(d) Differences in expected frequencies can arise due to assortative mating
because females are capable of discriminating, in discrete or continuous ways,
between different males. On the other hand, males do not discriminate.
Based on these conditions two different models can be constructed.
(A) MODEL

WITH

DISCRETE

PREFERENCES

When female preferences are discrete, the total number of females of each type
ready to mate (rRx, sRy) can be divided in three groups: those that will mate
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exclusively with their own males, those that will mate only with foreign males, and
those that will not discriminate, mating with any type of mal e proportionalIy to its
competitive ability (Table 1). From Table 1 can be deduced the final frequencies
expected for crosses involving females Y with respect to the total number of matings
[f(X, Y) = N(X, Y)j(N(X,
Y) + N( ~ Y) + N( ~ X) + N(X, X»] (Table 2).
This formulae can be simplified adding two sensible conditions: (1) r = s = O'5
(equal number of females of each type, a condition usualIy chosen in this kind of
experiment) and (2) Ax.x = Ay. y = 1 (females do not discriminate against their own
males). The latter implies that for each type there will be a certain percentage of
females that will not accept foreign males while the rest will mate according to the
competitive ability of each type of male, i.e. not preferentialIy. Table 3 shows the
formulae for mating expected frequencies according to this simplified model. From
Table 3 we have deduced the maximum-likelihood estimates of the parameters, and
their variances, according to the methods explained in Li (1978) (Table 4). AlI of
them have relatively simple formulae except the estimate of competitive ability
(Cx), which cannot be simplified by algebraic methods. Because of our definition
of relative receptivity (R), it can be estimated using one-experiment information.
On the contrary, a and b cannot be ca1culated from the data of just one experiment
even in this simplified situation unless we know or fix male competitive abilities by
convention.
TABLE1
Division of receptive females (rRx, sRy) in multiple-choice experiments
with discrete preferences
Mating
Assortative
with males X
with males Y

x

Females
y

rRx(1- Ayx)
rRx(1- AX:x)

Proportional to males competitive ability
with males X
rRxCx(Axx+Ayx-1)
with males Y
rRxCy(Ax:x+Ay:x-1)

sRy(1sRy(1-

Ay. y)
Ax. y)

sRyCx(Ay
y + Ax y -1)
sRyCy(Ay:y+Ax:y
-1)

T ABLE 2
Expected frequencies in multiple-choice experiments with
discrete preferences respective to total number of matil'J,gs.
Complete model
f(X, X) = [rRx/(rRx

+ sRy )][(1- Ay,x) + (Cx(Ax,x

+ Ay,x -1)]

f( Y, X) = [rRx/(rRx

+sRy )][(1- Ax.x )+(Cy(Ax,x

+ Ay.x -1)]

f(X, Y) = [sRy/(rRx

+ sRy )][(1- Ay, y)+ (Cx(Ay, y + Ax, y -1)]

f( Y, Y) = [s~y/(rRx

+ sRy )][(1- Ax, y) + (Cy(Ay, y + Ax, y -1)]
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TABLE 3
Expected frequencies
in
multiple-choice experiments
with discrete preferences
respective to total number of
matings with the assumptions

r= s = 0,5 and
Ax,x=
Ay,y= 1. Simplifiedmodel
f(X, X) = R(1R+laCy)
f( Y, X) = RaCy
R+l
f(X, Y) = bCx
R+l
f( Y, Y) = 1

- bC x

R+l

T ABLE 4
Maximum likelihood estimates and their
variances. Multiple choice experiments with
discrete preferences, simplified modele nI, n2,
n3 and n4 are the observed frequencies of
crosses (X, X), (Y, X), (X, Y) and (Y, Y)
respectively. N is the total observed number
of crosses
V(a') = a'(R + 1)(1- a'Cy)
NRCy
V(b') = b'(R + 1)(1- b'Cx)
NCx
V(R') = R'(R'+
N 1)2
"la
"2
---+---=0
1 - aC~ C~

"3
C~

"4b
1 - bC~

(R + 1)(C~)( C;')(1- aC~)(IV( C' )X - N[(RaC~(1-bC~»+(bC~(1-aC~»]

(B) MODEL

OF CONTINUOUS

bC~)

PREFERENCES

The situation is diflerent when female preferences are continuous. Here AA.B is
defined as the probability that a female B accepts a male A in just a determined
courtship.
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Being P';..Bthe probability for a receptive female B to mate with a male A after
n courtships (inc1uding courtships by foreign and proper males); a ';.,B,the probability that the given female B accepts the mal e A in the courtship n; and PB, the
probability that a receptive female B rejects that male involved in courtship number
n, then we have:
(1)
Now, considering that the probabilities of acceptance and rejection are constant,
independent from the number of courtships:
I

2

n

a A,B = a A.B = . . . = a A,B

TABLE5
Expected frequencies
in
multiple-choice experiments
with continuous preferences
(assuming r = s = 0.5)
RCx
f( x, X) = (R + 1)( Cx + aCy)

RaCy
f( Y, X) = (R + 1)( Cx + aC y)
bCx
f(X,

Y)=(R+l)(Cy+bCx)
Cy

f( Y, Y)-

T ABLE 6
Maximum

likelihood estimates and their variances. Multiple choice experiments
continuous preferences
'

a'(R + 1)(c."
" + a'C y )2

a' = n2CX
n(C},

V(

h' = n:¡C},
n4CX

b'(R + 1)( Cy + b'CX)2
V(b')=
NCxCy

R,=nt+n2
n:¡+ n4

R'(R'+1)2
V(R') =--¡;¡

n( a
C:,«C~x+aC;)

11,

)

a =

NRCxCy

n~

+
C'},(Cx+ aC'},) C,«C'}+bC'x)

'

n4b

C;-(C;,+bC~)

O

with
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Constants can be called aA.B and PB, so formula (1) can be simplified as follows:
n-I

P~.B = aA.B

]

(2)

L (PB)k

[ k=O

With the progress of the experiment, all receptive females will pair (theoretically,
an infinite number of courtships are needed). This moment can be expressed as:
00

00

PA.B= aA.B

L
[ k=O

k

(PB)

]

a A.B

=-1 -

.

(3)

PB

Focusing again on a multiple-choice design and according to the parameters
previously defined, the following substitution can be made:
ax,x

= CxAx,x

ay,X

= CyAy,x

aX,y

= CxAx,y

ay, y

= CyAy,y

Px
py

= Cx(1-Ax,x)+
Cy(l-Ay.x)
= Cx(1-Ax,y)+Cy(1-Ay,y)

Thus, applying expression (3), new formulae can be obtained for the frequencies
expected for each type of cross given that all receptive females have paired. These
formulae, corrected for the percentage of receptive females of each type, and
supposing r = s = O'5, are shown in Table 5 and corresponding maximum likelihood
estimates in Table 6 (C ~ cannot be simplified algebraically, as it also happened in
the models with discrete preferences).
Special Cases in Multiple-choice Models
The former tables show that in multiple-choice models, with either discrete or
continuous preferences, parameters a and b cannot be determined unless some
assumptions are made. There are four parameters to estimate (a, b, Cx and R,
remember C y = 1- Cx) but the formulae for final frequencies give us only three
independent equations so, at least, one parameter has to be fixed. R can be estimated
independently in both types of models, and substituted by the value of its maximum
likelihood estimate R'; but this also eliminates one equation so the uncertainty
remains unsolved. In relation to a, b and Cx two especial cases can be analyzed:
(1) a = b = 1. There is no discrimination by females. Resulting formulae can be
used to investigate if sexual isolation exists.
(2) Cx = Cy =0,5. Both types ofmales have the same competitive ability. Under
this assumption we can test the existence of asymmetric isolation.
Formulae for estimates are shown for every case in Tables 7 (discrete preferences)
and 8 (continuous preferences). In case (1), when estimates for Cx and Cy are
equivalent to the "row marginals" (nI + n3)/ N and (n2 + n4)/ N respectively, it can
be easily deduced that, either if preferences are discrete or continuous, expected
frequencies for each type of cross are equal to the product of row by column
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TABLE 7

Estimates for especial cases of the model with
discrete preferences
(1) a=b=l
C~ = ni + nJ
N
(2) Cx = Cy =0.5
2n2
a'= nl+n2
2nJ
b' = nJ + n4

T ABLE 8
Estimates for especial cases of the model with
continuous preferences
(1) a = b = 1

(2) Cx=Cy=0'5
a'= n2
ni

marginals. Significant deviations from expected values can be checked by means of
a Chi-square test. Two important conclusions are derived from this resulto Firstly,
the information rendered by just one experiment is sufficient to determine when
some type of isolation exists. Secondly, row marginals can be taking as good estimates
of males mating propensities

only by assuming

that a

= b = 1.

It is very significant that, because a and b cannot be determined independently,
it is impossible to secure the existence of asymmetrical isolation from one-experiment
information. At best, we can postulate it when, assuming Cx = Cy = 0.5 as in case
(2), estimates of a and b are significantly diflerent.
Expressions for Indices Used in Multiple-choice Designs
In Table 9, some indices currently used for multiple-choice experiments are listed
and re-evaluated according to the moodels developed here. Indices 1 to 5 were
initially designed to measure assortative mating, indices 6 and 7 to measure males
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mating propensities and indices 8 and 9 to measure differential females mating
propensities, Le. receptivities. With discrete preferences, alI of them depend on
undesirable parameters, except the index M¡ which coincides with the maximum
likelihood estimate of R. SlightIy better results are obtained with the model of
continuous preferences, since two of the indices (Q, Z¡) become independent from
CX, Cy.
As a general conc1usion, the values of these indices are not indicative of the
degree of sexual isolation and their use is not adequate for the analysis of experimental results.
Discussion

The objective of this work was the formal description of the system of interactions
that lead to ethological isolation in Drosophila in order to approach its measurement
under laboratory conditions. The main conc1usions that can be deduced from the
models developed are: (1) the information rendered by just one experiment of
multiple choice is sufficient for determining if certain isolation exists. (2) Because
a and b cannot be independentIy estimated from one-experiment information, it is
impossible to determine the degree or the asymmetry of sexual isolation without
supposing that males competitive abilities are equivalent.
The main attraction of these models rest on their simplified nature. Only three
parameters determine the expected frequencies of each type of mating: C, defined
as a previous and fixed mal e competitive ability, which is considered independent
of the types of females presento R, or female receptivity, also considered fixed for
every type of female, and A, that corresponds to the interaction between sexes
visualized as discrimination by the females, who choose if mating takes place.
However, these models can become unsuited for explaining some real situations.
Let us consider, for example, three main lines of argument:
(A) Oiscrimination by males: although it is generalIy accepted that females
determine whether copulation occurs in intraspecific experiments (see e.g. Petit &
Ehrman, 1969), the case is much more complicated in interspecific ones. At least
in some species, males seem to play an important role in sexual interspecific isolation.
For example, Drosophila simulans males strongly discriminate against D.
melanogaster females favoring courtships with their own females. However, this
does not occur so c1earIy with D. melanogaster males, who do not discriminate, or
at best do it only weakly, against D. simulans females (Wood & Ringo, 1980). Thus,
it seems inexcusable to analyze if male discrimination exists for a given pair of
species before applying these models. Studies like those by Wood & Ringo (1980)
have to be made before any experiment for measuring sexual isolation. Nevertheless,
the existence of mal e mating discrimination can be easily tackled by substituting C
by a set of parameters that depend on the type of female to be courted. In
multiple-choice experiments, for example it would mean two new variables (Cx
and Cy would be changed by Cx.x, Cx, y, Cx, y and Cy, y).
(B) Experience-mediated courtship modifications: we have considered the females
acceptance factor, A, as a constant through the entire experiment in both models,
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TABLE 9
lndices employed in multiple-choice experiments and their equivalencies according to
our models
Index value

Index

1 =f( x, X) +f( Y, Y) - f( x, Y) - f( Y;X)

(1) Joint isolation indext

X = 4[J(X, X)f( Y; Y) - (f(X,

[J(X, X)f( Y, Y)] - [J(X, Y)f( Y;X)]
Q = [J(X, X)f( Y; Y)] + [J(X, Y)f( Y;X)]

(3) Yule's Q §
(4) Levene's joint isolation index

Y)f( Y, X»]

Z/ = [J(X, X)f( Y; Y)/ f(X,

11

1 = [J(X, Y) +f( Y;X)]/[J(X,

(5) Merrell's isolation estimate ~

Z",=[J(X,X)f(X,

11

(8) Levene's measure of female mating propensity
(9) Merrell's female mating ratio ~

X) + f( Y; Y)]

Mm = [J(X, X)+ f(X, Y)]/[J( Y;X)+ f( Y; Y)]

(6) Merrell's male mating ratio ~
(7) Levene's measure of male mating propensity

Y)f( Y, X)]1/2

11

Y)/f(Y;X)f(Y,

Z¡ = [J(X, X)f( Y, X)/ f(X,

M¡=[J(X,X)+f(Y;X)]/[J(X,

y)]1/2

Y)f( Y, Y) ]1/2
Y)+f(Y;

Y)]

but severallines of evidence indicate experience-mediated courtship modifications,
at least in intraspecific experiments (see a review in Siegel et al., 1984). This problem
would concern us ifthe final A estimate was an average ofvariable A values modified
as the experiment progresses. For example, Spiess (1982) has tried to explain the
"rare male mating advantage" observed in diflerent experiments of intraspecific
competition as a consequence of females conditioning against those males that court
them first. If we agree with Spiess, it is meaningless to consider A as a previous
defined parameter, since it would depend so greatly on the frequencies of each type
of maleo AIso males can be aflected by previous experience (Zawistowski &
Richmond, 1985; and see references therein). Experience-mediated modifications
can be relevant when comparing results obtained in diflerent experimental designs.
For instance, in multiple-choice experiments, males or females could modify their
behavior while this could not occur in a no-choice situation. If so, the results of
these experiments would not longer be comparable.
(C) Number of flies: because the formulae developed here are implicitly defined
for an infinite number of males and females, it may be difficult to apply them to
experiments with a few individuals. There are several Drosophila species (e.g.
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Equivalences, continuous preferences

Equivalences, discrete preferences
1

(1- 2Cxb) + (R(1- 2Cya)
(R + 1)

X

(4R)(1- Cxb - Cya)
(R + 1)2

Q

(1- Cxb )(1- Cya) - (CxCyab)
(1- Cxb)(1- Cya)+ (CxCyab)

Z¡=
1

M
'"

~(1-

Cxb)(1CxCyab Cya)

Cxb+RCya
1- Cxb+ R(1- Cya)
Cxb + R(1- Cya)
1+RCya-Cxb

Cya)
Z", = ~Cxb(1Cya(1- Cxb)
Z -R
'1 -

~Cya(1Cxb(1- Cya)
Cxb)

M.r=R
References: t Malogolowkin-Cohen
& Petit (1968). ,¡ Merrell (1950).
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R(Cx - Cya)
(R+1)(Cx+Cya)

+

(Cx - Cxb)
(R+1)(Cy+Cxb)

4RCxCy(1-ab)
(R + 1)2(Cx + Cya)( Cy + Cxb)

X

(1 - ab)
Q
Z¡

= (1 +

ab)

= V-;;¡;
f1

1

M",

RCya( Cy + Cxb) + bCx( Cx + Cya)
RCx( Cy + Cxb) + Cy( Cx + Cya)
RCx( Cy + Cxb) + Cxb( Cx + Cya)
RCya(Cy+ Cxb) + Cy(Cx + Cya)

Z = Cx
'"

Z
'1

f"i.

Cy V-;;
R(Cy+Cxb)
Cx+Cya

~
-

b

Mf=R
et al. (1965). :j:Pielou (1977). § Gilbert

& Starmer

(1985).

11

Ehrman

Hawaiian ones) that cause problems for mass observations and these models would
not be directly applicable to them.
In all these cases, the models could be adequately modified, for instance by
changing their constant parmeters into variable ones. But increasing the number of
variables makes the information rendered by one experiment even less sufficient, so the
main conclusions of this study remains valido
Formally similar models have been developed by other authors but the emphasis
was clearly difIerent. An important precedent are O'Donald's models (reviewed in
O'Donald, 1980). In its basic form, O'Donald's "complete preferences model" is
equivalent to our model of discrete preferences assuming R = 1 and Cx = Cy = 0.5.
However, even in this very simplified case, where a complete mathematical coincidence exists, it is important to acknowledge differences. O'Donald assumes that
some females will not pair unless they found a male "that possess a particular
character of sexual display". Although this condition is fully understandable if we
suppose that males differ only in one character, as O'Donald (1980) do es in his
analysis of Drosophila karyotypes (p. 73) and Mormoniella mutants (p. 222), it would
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be unrealistic for more complex cases. Our model of discrete preferences does not
demand this type of female specificity: a set of females will mate assortatively only
because they discriminate against foreign males. This can be easily understood in
the context of species or subspecific behaviorally differentiated taxons. Here,
differences in R and C will be probably common also, so it is important to consider
them.
More recently, some models coincident with our continuous preference model
have been developed (Gimelfarb, 1988), although they consider that probability for
a couple to encounter is random, a simplification that eliminates the parameter C.
Gimelfarb demonstrates that the way of pair formation inftuences the mating pattern
ofthe population. In our case, even with the same process ofpair formation ("mass"
according to Gimelfarb) the way in which discrimination is achieved, either discrete
or continuous, is also decisive. Gimelfarb made an interesting distinction between
mating pattem and mating preferences, which in our models are represented by the
final frequencies f(A, B) and by the relative assortative mating coefficients a and
b respectively. Our work fully agrees with Gimelfarb's conclusion that mating
preferences cannot be predicted from the mating pattern.
Several current discussions in evolutionary biology take advantage of available
data on sexual isolation. At least two important hypothesis of the modern theory
of speciation rest on empirical information rendered by choice experiments: (1) the
"reinforcement hypothesis", formulated by Dobzhansky (1970), states that natural
selection is capable of producing an intensification of the isolation mechanisms by
means of a decrease in the fitness of those individuals that mate with non-cospecific
ones. Thus, we should find that, for two closely related species with partially
overlapped areas of distribution, the degree of ethological isolation is higher between
their sympatric populations. Although this hypothesis has inspired several criticisms
from a theoretical point of view (Paterson, 1978, 1982; Templeton, 1981) it seems
clear that the measure of the sexual isolation degree could clarify whether reinforcement is an extended phenomenon or just an exceptional one. (2) In the case of
speciation by founder effect it has been proposed that males of the derived species
would lose certain patterns of sexual behavior present in those of the ancestral
species (Kaneshiro, 1976). Coinsidering that in Drosophila it is the female which
discriminates, such a loss would result in ancestral females being more discriminatory
than derived ones. Derived females would mate equally with both ancestral and
derived males or even more easily with the first ones. In this context, it is important
to know not only the degree of sexual isolation but also the asymmetry of this
isolation. At least in some cases they may show the direction that the evolution of
the analyzed species has followed. The strong controversy raised by Kaneshiro's
proposal (Ohta, 1978; Watanabe & Kawanishi, 1979; Wasserman & Koepfer, 1980;
Moodie, 1982; Giddings & Templeton, 1983, etc) is based on the idea that data on
sexual isolation could be used to support or weaken different models of speciation.
Especially, an almost circular argument has been followed: whenever some data
exist, i.e. on biogeography, that permit speculation about the existence of a founder
event, the apparition of an ethological asymmetry in the direction predicted by
Kaneshiro model has been taken as a proof that a process of such a kind had
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taken place. Several examples of this way of thinking can be found applied not
only to Drosophila but also to other genera of insects like Aedes (McLain el al.,
1985) and even in fishes! (cited Giddings & Templeton, 1983). These authors seem
to believe that the presence of asymmetrical sexual isolation is indicative of a
determined evolutionary pattern. Nevertheless these ideas might not lay on
sufficientIy solid bases since it is necessary to have a previous knowledge of the
behavior of the species under analysis and adequate experimental methods. Even
in the case of a welI-known organism such as Drosophila much information seems
to be needed to determine the degree, and even more, the direction of sexual
isolation. This fact has not been taken into account adequately before. At least one
important artic1e based in multiple-choice experiments c1aims to have demonstrated
asymmetrical isolation (Zouros & O'Entremont, 1980) but these authors inc1uded
other analysis with no-choice and male-choice designs for completing their results.
Although models for these designs will be discussed elsewhere (1. Marín, in preparation), a re-evaluation of Zouros & O'Entremont's results by means of our model
has been done already (unpublished results). It can be shown that even such a
complete attempt does not conc1usively demonstrate asymmetries although evidence
favours Zouros & O'Entremont interpretation.
Models like those developed here have other interesting heuristic consequences.
FirstIy, combined results from difIerent experimental designs could be used not
only to investigate the existence of sexual isolation but also to test the capability
of difIerent models to explain these results. Ir the behavior of the organisms under
study would fit one of these models, the values of the assortative mating coefficients
could be immediately ca1culated. Secondly, alI the difficulties commented on here
indicate the convenience of developing alternative ways of study. Analyzing not
only the final mating pattern but also the dynamics of the mating process is especialIy
promising. Some authors have already developed temporal models of interactions
and studied these dynamics experimentalIy with encouraging results (Oowse el al.,
1986; Ringo el al., 1987). Df course, both approaches are not exc1usive but fulIy
complementary

.
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